Get to Know Wool Part 2!
Continuing our series with the remaining groups of sheep, we will look at the Feral Group, Merino
Family, Northern European Short-Tailed Family, Welsh Hill and Mountain Family, and Other Sheep
Breeds. So let's just jump right in!
Feral Group is just that. Feral meaning in a wild state, especially after escape from captivity or
domestication. Sheep are prey animals and there are few locations where they can survive on their
own away from many predators. These locations are typically islands. However, when any animal
turns feral in any environment, there is a change in the ecosystem. This sometimes benefits the
ecosystem. But, it can also do more harm than good. This is when government agencies and
environmental organizations step in and decide how to proceed to best benefit the environment.
Feral sheep are often smaller and produce less wool and meat. These breeds include the Gulf Coast
Native, Hog Island, New Zealand Ferals, and Santa Cruz Island.
Gulf Coast Native is right here in the US and after World War 2 their numbers plummeted and are
vulnerable to extinction. Though some remain, they are generally hardy and excellent foragers. Wool
quality can vary. But, overall these sheep produce a next-to-skin comfort, that has great texture,
stitch definition and is a good starting fleece for beginners.
Hog Island is off the coast of Virginia. These sheep have been feral since 1933 after a hurricane
made the locals abandon the island. In 1974, conservation groups acquired the island to remove the
sheep so the local environment could bounce back. This breed has developed the ability to gradually
shed their wool, but are commonly sheared. Their wool is high in lanolin, which protects the wool
from harsh weather. This makes it good for outerwear, blankets and home decor.
New Zealand Ferals are more notably on Arapawa Island and Pitt Island. Many of these sheep are
decedents of the merino family and have finer fleeces. There are 13 locations around New Zealand
that contain sheep with different qualities. The wool is often stronger and coarser and comes in
white, black and a mixture of both.
Santa Cruz Island is off the coast of Southern California. How and when these sheep got their is still
a mystery. It is suspected that they are a result of Merinos and Rambouillets cross breeding. Local
enthusiast Justinia Caire lived on the island and helped the sheep population thrive. After her death,
the breed has gone down hill and few herds remain in California and on the island itself. Now
considered endangered and with little known about this breed, not much is known about their wool.
However, we do know there is a black and white variety, has some elasticity, and would be better off
as a next to skin accessory...provided you can find enough!
Merino Family is considered the royal family of wool! For the longest time Spanish royalty held
the market on merino wool and were very protective of it. This was until 1793 when merino wool
was starting to be exported to Europe, North America and around the world. When merino hit the
public market, it started gaining traction to the point were everyone was thinking merino is
merino...not the case. Merino varies just like other wools, but falls under the fine wool category.
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Merinos main unique quality come in follicle count-how many individual strands of wool per section of skin.
Merinos follicle count ranges from 57 to 72 follicles per square millimeter. Note the higher the counter the
finer the quality. Compare that to a Corriedale that has 29 per square millimeter and Lincolns and Cheviots
have only 15! However, this densely packed fleece also traps in the grease, which can make processing
more labor intensive. Be aware that too much cleaning and your wool will felt! Merino is so versatile. Not
only in the raw form, but Merino can be processed and spun in so many ways. Between the unique
characteristics of the sheep and processing, the project possibilities are endless! There are many specific
breeds of merino sheep around the world to the point it could make its own article. So instead here are a
few breeds and their qualities.
•

The Est A Laine Merino is native to France and is very fine quality.

•

Peppin Merinos are one of the merino breeds native to Australia and make up 70% of the sheep
population.

•

Poll Merino (recessive gene trait that means the sheep is without horns) are now selected in Australia
and vary flock to flock on it wool characteristics.

•

Rambouillet are valued for their hardiness, which causes their wool to
trade elegance for warmth. Their wool is often blended with luxury fibers
or left alone to be felted. Check them to the right.

•

Saxon Merino can be a variety of thicknesses and most notable can be
seen in the work of Margaret Stove's 1982 birth shawl for Prince William.
•

Sharlea is a type of Saxon merino that has been raised with
specific husbandry standards that result in very fine, and clean
fiber. They also are the highest yielding of the merinos!

•

South Australian Merino have a strong wool and thrive in dry areas.

•

Tasmanian Merino have exceptional whiteness to them and also has a high yield (meaning the amount
of clean wool left after grease and vegetable matter have been removed).

•

Type A Merino were specifically bred to increase skin surface area for more wool production. These
were known as Vermont Merino. But, they have died out.

•

Type B Merino is probably extinct but was bred in Ohio to maintain fleece quality while increasing meat
productivity.

•

Type C Merino or the Delaine Merino has smoother skin making shearing easier. They easily adapt to
their environment and can produce wool for 10 years or more.

•

Debouillet Merino comes from Mexico and are hard to find since they are a cross of Delaine
Merino and Rambouillets and are known for longer staple length of 3 - 5 inches.

Northern European Short-Tailed Family is well known for their short tails, dual coats offering coarse
fiber and downy fiber, and they also come in a range of natural colors. There are dozens of sub-breeds
around the world and some feral populations still exists today. Here are some notable facts about some
breeds in this family:
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•

Boreray has a history and a variety of other names. After half the herd left St. Kildans' Island, off
the coast of Scotland, the ones left behind are now protected and feral. They had to adapt to the
extremely harsh environment and winters of the island, making their fleeces smaller in size, 23.5 pounds, and more suitable for sturdy projects like rugs, pillows, and tweeds.
•

Another notable breed from this same island is the Soay which produce a darker,
finer fleece that is hard to come by, unless you can find a breeder.

•

Castlemilk Moorit was specially bred by a Scottish aristocrat at the turn of the 19th century.
Through selective breeding, Sir Robert Jardine came up with an easy to care for brown sheep
with short tight wool. Though not many remain today, if you have a chance to work with this yarn
it is best for sweaters, hats and outerwear.

•

Finnsheep are an ancient Scandinavian breed that are known to be one of the most prolific
breeds in the world. Unfortunately, we know little of their ancestry. Their fleeces are described as
light and more sleek than fluffy. It has a natural crimp that adds resilience. They come in a full
array of colors that take dyes well. Just be careful, this wool loves to felt and is great for any
project!

•

Gotland is a modern Swedish breed that resembles fine mohair, or an English Luster Longwool,
more than their own family. This predominantly grey fleece can be used in many ways. Fun Fact:
the Stansborough strain in New Zealand were selected to grow the wool that made the Elven
cloaks in the Lord of the Ring series. They featured a lightweight, durable, drape and subtle
gleam that made many envy those cloaks!

•

Hebridean historically from the Scottish Islands,
Inner and Outer Hebrides, the remains of this
breed are in select herds across England in the
1800s. Today this breed is mostly black, and
multi-horned, with a dense wool that can be
double coated. With the dense wool it is best
made up to be outerwear, blankets and mats.

•

Icelandic is the world's purest livestock population (developed in isolation with no crossbreeding)
and provides 25% of Iceland's agricultural revenue. Their double coats feature a top coat that
resembles silky mohair. Most commercial spun Icelandic wool features both coats spun together.
With the double coat, variety in spinning techniques this wool is good for anything.
Great example of Icelandic wool is from Alafoss

•

Manx Loaghtan is a four horned creature from the Isle of Man in
the center of the British Isles. These hardy mountain sheep
provided locals with meat and all colors of fleece. This "at risk
breed" has a unique natural brown fleece that can be overdyed to produce colored yarn. This
wool is best used for lightweight sweaters and socks, but most notably used for manx tartans (or
kilts).
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•

Manx Loaghtan is a four horned creature from the Isle of Man in the center of the British Isles.
These hardy mountain sheep provided locals with meat and all colors of fleece. This "at risk
breed" has a unique natural brown fleece that can be overdyed to produce colored yarn. This
wool is best used for lightweight sweaters and socks, but most notably used for manx tartans (or
kilts).

•

North Ronaldsay have origins off the coast of Scotland on a group of islands known as Orkney.
Not much is known about this breed, but it is one of the more ancient breeds. They have a double
coat that makes it vary in softness, it felts well, and since these sheep spend most of their time
on the beach eating seaweed, they need a lot of cleaning to get all the sand out!

•

Ouessant (pronounced: weh - SAHN) is a small French Island in the English Channel where this
breed was developed. Known as the smallest in the world, only 20 inches at its shoulders, these
little ones give the best of both worlds, meat and fiber. Their fleeces can weigh up to 3.25 pounds
and tend to shed in the spring, unless sheared. Mostly double-coated, with a chance of a triple
coat, makes this yarn very textured and depending on which coats are present in the yarn, will
determine if it is soft enough to wear next to skin.

•

Romanov was named after the last imperial family of Russia and is traditionally used for pelts
and sheepskins.

•

Shetland have evolved to be hardy animals since they call the Northern most island of Britain
home. With their fuzzy history and origin still being studied and debated they have developed a
variety of characteristics. Shetlands have 11 defined natural colors from whites to grays all the
way to various browns and blacks. This breed has definitely
stood the test of time in the selective breeding department.
They either have a single or double coat that may or may not
shed at different intervals of the year. While there is still a
variety of colors around today, you will see more white
Shetlands that are more commercially available and can be
dyed easier. With such a variety, this breed produces a fiber
that can be used for any of your needs.
We carry a great example of Shetland wool from BC Garn Bio Shetland!

Welsh Hill and Mountain Family originate from Wales (south of England) which is slightly
smaller than New Jersey. In this heavy rainfall and high elevation country, there is still plenty of
agricultural land. Sheep in general account for a quarter of the country's agricutural revenue and
15% of the total sheep production in Europe. These true mountain breeds spend April thru October
in the mountains grazing and spend winter at lower elevations. With their smaller bodies and the
harsher environment, this family has strength and body in their fleeces. Another unique feature of
this family is the presence of kemp. Kemp is a coarse, hollow fiber found in the fleece that is brittle,
scratchy, has less elasticity, and is not a huge fan of being dyed.
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•

Badger Face Welsh Mountain is a primitive breed with little information on its history. What is
known is the two types, the Black belly and white belly. The black belly has dark markings on
its face and sides with a lighter fleece compared to the darker fleece of the white belly. This
breed is predominately used for meat, which causes the fleece to be more suitable for rugs,
baskets, and outwear that has a softer lining.

•

Balwen Welsh Mountain struggled to survive in the 1940's until a single ram helped bring back
the population. They are mainly used for meat production and the fiber is
better used for hardy bags and blankets since the fiber can be coarser.

•

Beulah Speckled Face is another breed that produces a medium to coarse
fiber that is great for household textiles.

•

Black Welsh Mountain is a true black sheep making for only one
colorway. They have less kemp, making for a finer fiber that can be used
for a lightweight yet warm project. This breed can be found here in the
United States, and is specifically breed for their true black color.
Isn't this Black Welsh Mountain ram stunning!

•

Hill Radnor has evolved not only to protect itself, but also the fiber industry. They have a finer
fleece that is dense and a natural subtly tweed because of the kemp. If fine enough, their fleece
can be good for next-to-skin projects.

•

Kerry Hill are known for more than their fiber. They are also known for their adorable faces.
Their fiber is known to be an all around favorite that lasts long when made into everyday
favorites.

•

Llanwenog have similar fiber characteristics to the Bluefaced Leicester. With the mohair-like
halo and a luster to make colors shine and pop, this breed is a dream to work with.

•

Lleyn is the best of both the meat and fiber worlds. They produce a nice white wool that has a
more mat look than others in this family. The fiber can be constructed using a variety of
techniques, making it a versatile yarn for any project

•

Welsh Hill Speckled Face are extremely hardy and graze in the higher Welsh hills and
mountains. Even though they are primarily used for meat, this breed has the density and stability
to be used as an all around wool.

•

Welsh Mountain and South Wales Mountain are all white sheep with horns that are still
questioning the difference between themselves. The main differences we are concerned about
are their fleeces. Welsh mountains have less kemp than their southern siblings, making them
durable and still soft. South Wale have an abundant amount of kemp, which makes them more
water resistant and rougher. With these two, your possibilities are endless.

Lastly, we have the "Other Sheep Breed" category. These 34 breeds don't fall under the families
and groups we have discussed thus far. However, they may display some similarities. They vary
across the fiber board and the map. Not wanting to keep you here until the New Year, here are a
select few that have some interesting qualities.
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•

British Milk Sheep are more bred and desired for their milk and meat. However, they have a
fleece that has become a great all around staple for many.

•

Columbia and Panama are both the result of cross breeding, and the Panama is possibly extinct
(some breeders are thought to still exist). They both are said to produce a nice clear white fiber
that is a great for any technique. Their finer quality fleece is primarily used in the commercial
industry.

•

Cormo were developed in Tasmania by cross breeding Corridale and Merinos. They are still bred
today for bred analysis research and their fiber, which can be as gentle as cashmere!

•

Corriedale and Bond are another result of cross breeding to develop a breed that would thrive in
grass lands similar to Nebraska and Kansas. Their fleeces have developed a reputation for being
reliable, multipurpose, elastic and a medium to soft feel. This fiber will not over power your
project in its character.

•

Jacob may look a bit off putting, but they have a fleece worth
mentioning. These 4 or sometimes 6 horned sheep have a natural
spotted fleece, or piebald, look. The darker the color of your fiber
the more likely kemp will be present, thus making it more course.
The unique overall texture and down-like features adds another
factor when deciding what to do with this fiber.

Jacobs are oddly cute....right? We have a selection of Jacob Sheep
yarn by West Yorkshire Spinners in their natural colors. Click the
above picture to check them out in our online store!
•

Karakul is considered one of the oldest sheep breeds. Since it is
native to Asia and the surrounding "stans" their fleece excels in
durability, ability to felt, and the array of natural colors.

•

Targhee is a cross between the Corridale and Lincoln/Rambouillet that was developed in Idaho.
The goal of this was to produce a sheep that could thrive on a range and the high plains of the
United States, as well as have a good fleece and quality meat. It worked! Targhee's produce a
very soft wool that has elasticity, feels light and also felts. The
fiber produces everyday luxuries that are sturdy yet elegant.

Check out our new Anzula line
Gerty for a 100% Targhee wool
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Holy sheep, was that enough information for you? There is so much more that can be said about
all these unique breeds. Plus, a lot left to learn about sheep in general. Let us help you out a little by
featuring more of the Knotty Lady Team's favorite wool yarn:
Kelley Picks Swans Island Natural Colors Collection
100% Certified Organic Merino Wool
Worsted Weight with 250 Yards per Hank

Molly Picks Ryeberry Yarns Fingering
85% Superwash Merino & 15% Nylon
Fingering Weight with 427 Yards per Hank

Devon Picks Berroco Nomad
72% Extrafine Merino Wool & 28% Camel Hair
Bulky Weight with 77 Yards per Hank
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